
Longleaze Primary School 

Minutes of the Full Governing Body Meeting 

Monday 5 December 2016 at 6.30pm 

 
ACTION SHEET 

 

 

7e  Check insurance liability with NUT     SB 

 

5c  Consider Staff Questionnaire using Perspectives in January  LO 

 

9  Send out policies for C&S January meeting    CP/LO 

 

10  Thank yous        CP/ML 

 

11  Convene Early Drop Off working party     ML/LO 

 

15  Update NO        ML 

 

17  NB Committee meetings moved to Monday 30 January   ALL 
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 ‘Inspectors will consider ....... 
  governors’ vision and ambition for the school and how these are communicated to 
  staff, parents and pupils.... 
  whether governors have created a culture of high expectations, aspirations and  
  scholastic excellence in which the highest achievement in academic and vocational 
  work is recognised as vitally important.... 

  how effectively the governors hold the school to account’ 
OFSTED Framework, published August 2016 

 

Present: Mark Levitt, Chair; Sarah Beaumont; Emma Flack; Laura Kinloch; Katie James Karen 

Manders; Sarah Lyons, arrived late; Natalie Onslow, arrived late; Clare Pickard; Joe Richardson; 

Barbara Sealey; Chris Shelley; Pete White;  

 

In attendance: Laurien Carter, Clerk; Martin Yeo, Deputy Head;  

  Laura Oakes, Head Teacher designate 

 

Mark Levitt welcomed everyone to the meeting, especially Laura Oakes. Introductions were made. 

 

1.  Apologies 

Apologies were received and accepted from John Williams. 

 

2.  Update to Register of Interests or Other Interest with Regard to  

 Items on the Agenda  
There were no changes to the Register of Interests. There were no interests declared in any agenda 

item.   

  

3.  Urgent Other Business 

None. 

 

4.  Minutes of the Previous Meeting  
The minutes of the Meeting held on 10 October 2016 were approved and signed accordingly. 

 

5.  Matters Arising, not covered in the agenda  

a)    Insurance (7e) 
Sarah Beaumont was still trying to obtain the necessary information from the NUT about Insurance 

liability. 

 

b)    Self Evaluation (12) 

The Working Group had yet to meet. 

 

c)     Staff Questionnaire (14) 
This would be considered with Laura Oakes next term. It was noted that Perspectives had a number of 

questionnaires which could be used. 

 

It was also noted that there may be questionnaires to use on Governor effectiveness. 

 

d)    Governor of the Month (17) 

December  Barbara Sealey                      

January  Joe Richardson 

February  Chris Shelley         

March   Sarah Beaumont                       

April   Pete White                     
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May   Karen Manders                   

June   Laura Kinloch                        

July   Mark Levitt 
 

6. Chairman’s Update and Urgent Action 

None 

 

 7. Correspondence 

The list was noted. 

 

Sarah Lyons arrived 

 

 8. Head Teacher’s Report 

The Head Teacher’s report was noted.  

 

Clare Pickard highlighted items and took questions: 

 The attendance was much improved. The figures should read: Authorised – 2.60%; 

 Unauthorised 0.89%. 

 It was noted that the number of Traveller pupils was lower than previously. This was due to 

 the natural cycle of pupils moving on. Longleaze continued to be noted for its support of 

 Traveller families. 

 The diversity of the School was also less than in previous years although the number of EAL 

 pupils continued to be fairly high. 

 The subject for staff meetings had been changed following the SIR (School Improvement 

 Review). 

 

The Monitoring and Evaluation documents were noted. 

 

The visits to the Methodist church had been well received by pupils and they had enjoyed the 

activities. 

 

 9. Curriculum and Standards (C&S) Committee 

The Minutes of the meeting held on 17 November were noted.  

 

The policies for the January meeting will be sent out in advance. 

 

The Attainment and Progress Data by Key Stages was noted, available since the meeting.  

 

There was discussion and questions: 

 The higher attainers and higher attainers in receipt of Pupil Premium Funding were included 

 as separate groups. 

 It was noted that the red areas could relate to very few pupils. 

 Governors were reminded that individual pupils should not be identifiable; but that staff were 

 aware of the individuals and during pupil progress meetings they were looked at in detail. 

 Pupils in receipt of an Education Health Care Plan (EHCP), previously a Statement, were 

 measured against expectation for their year group. Governors were reminded that some EHCP 

 were physically disabled whilst others had complex needs. 

 The School understands the back story for each pupil. 

 Progress is seen as a more important indicator of the School’s effectiveness. 

 It was noted that Key Stage 2 performance was better than at Key Stage 1, ie more green, 

 equals better than expected. 

 The data was recognised as being very strong for term 1 and new Governors were informed 

 of the comparison to the previous year in term 1. 
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 Governors noted the situation in relation to Key Stage 1 boys; the School was monitoring this 

 group closely. Pupil progress meetings would break down this data further into year groups.  

 As a boy heavy School, outdoor learning was being promoted and topics chosen that would 

 be boy attractive. 

 Attainment for boys was higher than for girls. 

 Governors were reminded that each cohort is different; as was seen the previous year with the 

 end of Key Stage 2 data. This cohort had been monitored throughout their time at the School. 

 Governors were informed that Phonics data tended to be better for Year 2 pupils as they had 

 had more time to learn. 

 The School continued to have a reputation of supporting pupils with individual needs; 

 reflected in the progress data. 

 The end of Key Stage data from the previous year was used to inform work for 2016/17 and 

 the impact of this could be seen already in the term 1 data. 

 The Key Stage 2 data was skewed where there were small numbers within a group. 

 C&S would look at the data in more detail in January when term 2 data would also be 

 available. 

 Governors were reminded of the need to accelerate progress for pupils falling into the 

 vulnerable categories. Again the School was aware of the qualitative detail behind the 

 quantitative information. 

 Each School uses its own assessment system. 

 The end of Year 6 data had been in line with that predicted. 

 The detail shared was not widely available but would be submitted to the OFSTED Inspection 

 team. 

 

The SIAP (School Improvement Action Plan) had been circulated, after the meeting, and the detail of 

term 1 impact was noted. 

 

Governors thanked Staff for all the hard work and for the information shared. The amount of work 

undertaken was also noted. 

 

 10. Finance Premises and Staffing (FPS) Committee 

The Minutes of the meeting held on 17 November were noted.  

 

The Health and Safety concerns had been raised at a Staff meeting. 

 

The need to review the job description of the Site Manager was emphasised. 

 

The changes to the staffing hours in the kitchen were explained and had already made a difference. 

 

An additional EHCP had been successful and the funding paid towards the TA support for the pupil. 

 

An appointment to replace a TA was in hand. 

 

It was hoped that the fox issue had been resolved. 

 

Performance Management Report 

The report was noted. Governors were reminded that detail was limited so that individuals were not 

identified. 

 

Update on Incident 27.11.2016 

Mark Levitt and Clare Pickard updated Governors and gave more detail about the incident on 27 

November. This generated confidential discussion. 
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The School would need to undertake a review but the insurance requirements had been fulfilled. 

 

The spontaneous crowd-funding initiative had shown the good side of social media and reflected the 

community support.  This had been shown in many different ways, including: donations of squash; 

donations from lego and local groups; a visit from the Mayor with a cheque from her charitable 

account. 

 

The School and Governors would ensure that thank yous were published and sent as appropriate 

 

 11. Working Parties 

Annual Self Evaluation Report 

See item 5b. 

 

Early Drop Off 

This Group would be convened once Laura Oakes was in post. 

 

 12. Safeguarding 

Martin Yeo and Ali Knowles would be attending update training in March. Laura Oakes’ training was 

up to date. 

 

The need for volunteers to undertake training was being considered; there is an online course which 

would be offered using School laptops. 

 

The Helping Hands Booklet had been updated. 

 

Governors would be included in any communications relating to Safeguarding. 

 

The LA Safeguarding Audit had been submitted on time. 

 

 13. Governor Training/Visits to School 

Mark Levitt reported on a productive Parents’ Forum meeting.  

 

Responding to a question Clare Pickard explained that the minutes and agendas were shared on the 

website. She would also include bullet points to the School Newsletter. Governors were also reassured 

that the personnel will change and it was intended that the representatives would communicate to and 

back from the parent body. The representatives were reminded of the need to be aware of data 

protection and to blind copy emails.  

 

The group would become more informal now that the role and remit had been established. Tangible 

items were publicised such as the scrolling led message board. Parents welcomed the opportunity of 

having their views taken into account ie the consultation on the Behaviour Policy. 

 

Natalie Onslow arrived during the above discussion 

 

 14. School Policies 

The Lettings and Governor Allowances Policies were approved.  

 

 15. Any Other Business 

Mark Levitt would update Natalie Onslow about the 27 November incident discussion. 

 

The audited School Fund accounts were signed off. 
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Martin Yeo and Clare Pickard reported on the audit for the Playpod and updated Governors about its 

benefits and took questions including:  

 The audit had ranked the School highly. 

 There had been a drop in poor behaviour. 

 Ways in which parents could donate items. 

 The necessary health and safety checks had been undertaken by the HSE. 

 Inclusivity was discussed – all pupils have the opportunity to use the Playpod; staff have 

 noticed pupils working with different pupils as a result of the Playpod experience; some 

 pupils still find the idea of sharing difficult. Katie James explained about some class work 

 where pupils wanted to dress up and use props in a drama activity. 

 

The School had received the quality mark for Values Based Education. Thanks were particularly 

recorded to Martin Yeo for all his work on this initiative. 

 

Joe Richardson and Chirs Shelley had begun an audit of the ease of use of the website. They had 

found it worked well with mobiles. It was suggested that a way to record its use by visits to the site 

should be considered to ensure to maximise its use. 

 

Clare Pickard withdrew from the meeting 

 

Mark Levitt and Martin Yeo informed Governors of the end of term plans. 

 

Clare Pickard returned to the meeting 

 

Governors thanked Clare Pickard for all her work as Head Teacher and their appreciation of her work. 

 

The hand over was continuing and the availability of Laura Oakes to meet with Clare Pickard was 

noted. 

 

Clare Pickard thanked Governors for the work of the FGB. 

 

 16. Communication from meeting  

None 

 

 17. Dates of Meetings for 2016/17 

Committees  FGB         

30 Jan – NB note change  6 Feb 

16 March   3 April 

4 May    22 May 

15 June   3 July 
 

 

 

 

 

The meeting closed at 8.20pm 


